GROUPS ACTING ON TREES: FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL STRUCTURE by MARC BURGER and SHAHAR MOZES Introduction
The group of automorphisms AutT of a locally finite tree T is a locally compact group. In this work we study a large class of groups of automorphisms of a locally finite tree which exhibit a rich structure theory, analogous to that of semisimple Lie groups. Recall that a rank one simple algebraic group G over a locally compact non-archimedean field acts on the associated Bruhat-Tits tree A. Thus G is a closed subgroup ofAutA. Moreover its action on A is locally oo-transitive, that is, the stabilizer of every vertex x acts transitively on all spheres of finite radius centered at x. In this paper we study the structure of closed non-discrete subgroups of AutT satisfying various local properties. Of particular interest will be the class of locally primitive groups, namely subgroups H < Aut T such that for every vertex x, its stabilizer H(x) acts as a primitive permutation group on the set of neighbouring edges.
Given a totally disconnected locally compact group H, we define two topologically characteristic subgroups:
• H^ which is the intersection of all normal cocompact subgroups of H, • QZ(H) which is the subgroup consisting of all elements with open centralizer in H.
In our setting these groups will play a role analogous to the one played by the connected component of the identity and the kernel of the adjoint representation in Lie group theory.
A corollary of the structure theory developed in this paper is that for any closed, non-discrete, locally 2-transitive group H <AutT, the group H^/QZ^0^) is topologically simple.
In Chapter 1 we study the structure of closed non-discrete locally primitive groups of automorphisms of trees and more generally of graphs. The main results show that H^ is (minimal) cocompact in H whereas QZ(H) is a maximal discrete normal subgroup of H. Next we study the structure of H^/QZ^0^) and show that this group is the product of finitely many topologically simple groups. The structure theorem of locally primitive groups of automorphisms of a graph is complemented by a result (see Section 1.7) showing that such a graph may be obtained via a certain fiber product of graphs associated to the simple factors of H^/QZ^0^). Examples of graphs and locally primitive groups of automorphisms may be obtained by considering actions of algebraic groups over nonarchimedean local fields on certain graphs "drawn" equivariantly on the associated Bruhat-Tits building, or more generally, the action of appropriate subgroups. Considering the action of a higher rank simple algebraic group G on subgraphs of the 1-skeleton of the corresponding Bruhat-Tits building leads to an action of an extension of G on a tree. In (1.8) a special case of this construction is analyzed in detail; namely we construct a "graph of diagonals 55 ^ in the product of trees associated with the group L=PSL(2, Q^,) x PSL(2, Q^,). The semidirect product G of L with the automorphism switching the factors acts on ^ as a locally primitive group of automorphisms, and an extension H of G by the fundamental group Tti^) acts on the corresponding universal covering tree Q)'-, we show then that QZ(H) coincides with n\(^) and H^ with the inverse image of L in H.
In Chapter 2, the structure of small neighbourhoods of the identity (i.e. stabilizers of balls in T) in a locally primitive group H is studied. When the group H is discrete there has been a lot of interest in the structure and classification of such groups for example in connection with the Goldschmidt-Sims conjecture which asserts the finiteness of the number of conjugacy classes of discrete locally primitive groups acting on a given tree. A basic result concerning the structure of discrete locally primitive groups is the Thompson-Wielandt Theorem which shows that the stabilizers of certain 2-balls in the tree are ^-groups for some prime p. In general, when considering a non-discrete locally primitive group one cannot expect the stabilizer of some fixed size ball to be a pro-j&-group. However, we obtain (Proposition 2.1.2) a substitute which holds also in the non-discrete case saying that when the stabilizer of a vertex contains a non trivial closed normal pro-^-subgroup, then already the stabilizer of a ball of radius 2 is a pro-j&-group.
In Chapter 3 we consider vertex transitive groups, in particular 2-transitive groups and show that under quite general conditions these are often either discrete or already oo-transitive; on the way, the results of Chapter 2 are used among other things to deduce the non-discreteness of certain subgroups of Aut T. To every permutation group F < Sd on d elements we associate a closed subgroup U(F) < AutT^ acting on the d regular tree T^/. Every vertex transitive subgroup H < AutT^ is conjugate to a subgroup of U(F), where F is permutation isomorphic to the permutation group induced by a vertex stabilizer in H on the neighbouring edges. We show that when F is a 2-transitive group, then U(F) is oo-transitive; if moreover the stabilizer in F of an edge is simple the only closed non-discrete vertex transitive subgroup of Aut T acting locally like F is U(F). These results go towards a classification of closed, non-discrete, 2-transitive subgroups of Aut T.
The study of discrete subgroups of Aut T satisfying local transitivity properties can be traced back to the work of W. T. Tutte ([Tu] ), who introduced the concept of "j-transitive graphs 55 and initiated their classification. Via the fundamental results of
Thompson and Wielandt alluded to above, this culminated in the classification of locally primitive discrete groups of automorphisms of the 3-regular tree by D. Goldschmidt ([Go] ) and the classification of j-transitive groups of automorphisms of general regular trees, for s ^ 4, by R. Weiss ( [We] ). From another viewpoint, the analogy between groups of automorphisms of a tree and Lie groups have led to various works exploiting the Bass-Serre theory to study general lattices in AutT, see [Ba-Ku] , [Ba-Lu] , [Lu] . In the case of semisimple Lie groups, irreducible lattices in higher rank groups have a very rich structure theory and one encounters many deep and interesting phenomena such as (super)rigidity and arithmeticity. It turns out that in order to develop a structure theory for irreducible lattices in groups of the form AutTi x AutT2 one needs to consider lattices whose projections satisfy various "largeness 55 conditions such as being locally primitive. The results of the present paper are used in an essential way in [B-M]^ where we study the normal subgroup structure of irreducible cocompact lattices in AutTi x AutT2 and in [B-M-Z] where the linear representation theory of such lattices is studied. Some of the results presented in this paper were announced in
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Notations) terminology
0.1. A permutation group F < Sym(t2) of a set Q. is quasiprimitive if it is transitive and if every nontrivial normal subgroup e =(= N <1 F acts transitively on Q. Let F'^ = (F(O : co G Q) denote the normal subgroup of F generated by the stabilizers F(Q of points co G t2. We have the following implications:
F is 2-transitive => F is primitive =^ F is quasiprimitive =>• F=F + or F is simple and regular (that is simply transitive) on Q.
Recall that a permutation group F < Sym£2 is called primitive if it is transitive and if every F-invariant partition of Q, is either the partition into points or the trivial partition {Q}. An equivalent condition which is often used in the sequel is that F is transitive and the stabilizer F(O of a point co € Q. is a maximal subgroup of F. See [Di-Mo] Ghapt. 4 for the structure of primitive and [Pr] §5 for the structure of quasiprimitive groups.
0.2. For notations and notions pertaining to graph theory we adopt the viewpoint of Serre ([Se] ). Let fl=(X,Y) be a graph with vertex set X and edge set Y, let E(x)={yeV : o{jy)=x} denote the set of edges with origin x', for a subgroup H <Autfl let H(^) = Stab^) and H(x) < Sym(E(x)) be the permutation group obtained by restricting to E{x) the action of H{x) on Y. We say that H is locally "P 55 if for every x e X, the permutation group H{x) < Sym(E(x)) satisfies one of the following properties 'T 55 : transitive, quasiprimitive, primitive, 2-transitive. We say that H is locally 72-transitive [n ^ 3) if, for every x € X, the group H(x) acts transitively on the set of reduced paths (i.e. without back-tracking) of length n and origin x. Observe that H is locally 2-transitive iff, for every x C X, H{x) acts transitively on the set of reduced paths of length 2 and origin x. We say that H < Autfl is Tz-transitive, n ^ 1, if H acts transitively on the set of oriented paths of length n without back-tracking; H < Aut g is locally oo-transitive if it is locally Tz-transitive for all n ^ 1.
For a connected graph g and H < Autfl, we have H < Sym(Y), and l-^ denotes the subgroup generated by edge stabilizers; + H denotes the subgroup generated by all vertex-stabilizers. Iffl=(X,Y)is connected and locally finite, the group Autfl < Sym(Y) is locally compact for the topology of pointwise convergence on Y. Example I.I.I. -Let G=G(Q,), where G is a semisimple algebraic group defined over Q^,. Then G^ coincides with the subgroup G(Q^ generated by all unipotent elements in G(Q^), and QZ(G) coincides with the kernel of the adjoint representation of the j&-adic Lie group G. The first statement follows from [Ti] i (main theorem) and [Bo-Ti] 6.14, while the second follows from the fact that Ad(g), g G G, is the identity if and only if g centralizes a small neighbourhood of the identity e C G.
As any compact totally disconnected group K is profinite (Gor. 1.2.4 [Wil] ), we have K^ = (e) and hence H^ = Fl N, where the intersection is taken over all N <1 H closed, cocompact normal subgroups of H. Thus, every normal cocompact subgroup of H contains H^; at the other extreme, every discrete normal subgroup of H is contained in QZ(H). While H^ is closed, this need not be so for QZ(H), as is seen in the following: Example 1.1.2. -Let K^F^ where F is finite, centerless. Then QZ(K) coincides with the direct sum © F, which is a countable and dense subgroup of K.
Let Q be a locally finite graph and H < Autfl a closed subgroup; then H is locally compact totally disconnected and the most basic issue concerning its structure is the control over closed normal subgroups of H. In this problem, H^ and QZ(H) are relevant objects since they control cocompact normal, resp. discrete normal subgroups. However, at this level of generality not much can be said about the size of H^ and QZ(H(°°)).
The general theme of this chapter is that in requiring local transitivity properties of H < Aut 0, one obtains a good control over normal closed subgroups of H, and ends up with a class of locally compact groups behaving in many respects like semisimple Lie groups over local fields.
In Sections 1.1 to 1.5 we develop the basic structure theory of locally quasiprimitive groups. Our main goal is then the decomposition theorem (Thm. 1.7.1, Gor. 1.7.3) which describes how locally primitive groups are built up from topologically simple pieces; this result is reminiscent of the 0'Nan-Scott theorem about (finite) primitive permutation groups.
1.2.
In this section g = (X, Y) denotes a locally finite connected graph with vertex set X and edge set Y. In other words, there exists a unique minimal normal cocompact subgroup H^, and a unique maximal normal discrete subgroup QZ(H); and every closed normal subgroup of H is either cocompact or discrete. As we shall see in the course of the proof, H^ admits an edge or a complete star as precise fundamental domain. However, H^ needs not be locally quasiprimitive, thus 4) and 5) are not formal consequences of 1) and 2). Moreover, the group H^/Q^H^) usually fails to be topologically simple; informations about its normal subgroups will be obtained in Section 1.5. In order to illustrate the objects occuring in Proposition 1.2.1, we present the following: Example 1.2.1. -Let Ap be the Bruhat-Tits building associated to PSL(3, Q ), Qp the subgraph of the 1-skeleton of Ap consisting of all edges of a fixed given label and T the universal covering tree of Qp, which is regular of degree #P 2 {Tp)=p 2 +j&+ 1 (the number of points in the projective plane over a field of p elements). Let
be the exact sequence associated to the universal covering projection T -> Qp. Then PSL(3, Q^) < A\itQp and Hp < AutT are non-discrete, locally 2-transitive (since the linear group acts 2-transitively on the points of the projective plane); in particular, Proposition 1.2.1 applies. Notice that there is a natural map from PSL(3,Z^) (the stabilizer of a fixed base vertex of the building Ap) into Hp so that its composition with the projection Hp ->, PSL(3, Q^,) is the identity Let us denote the image ofPSL(3, Zp) by Kp < Hp. It turns out that Since A is of finite index in n\{Qp) there is some g € A represented by a loop in a fixed apartment ^ of A^,, and such that the intersection of this loop with a certain half apartment ^+ consists of 3 edges forming half a basic hexagon (recall that the graph Qp can be viewed as consisting of small hexagons glued together). Now one can verify that the commutator [A, g] ofg with an element h G Kp whose action on the apartment fixes the complement of ^+ and moves ^+, is an element of A < n\{gp) which up to conjugacy is represented by a closed basic hexagon. It follows now easily, using the transitivity of the action of Hp, that \Hp, A] =n\{Qp). This in particular proves (c).
It follows also that N D n^Qp) and since H^/7ii(^)==PSL(3, Q^,) is simple it follows that N must be all of Hp and (a) is proved. To see (b) observe first that any element g € n\{Qp) commutes with the open neighbourhood of the identity consisting of elements stabilizing the lift in T of a path representing g. Hence n^g?) C QZ(H^). The reverse inequality follows easily by considering the structure of the action of elements in PSL(3, Q^,) on the building Ê xample 1.2.2. (see 3.2).-Let F < S^ be a finite permutation group on d letters and U(F) < AutT^ the associated universal group; then at every vertex x of T^, U(F)(^) < SymE(^) is permutation isomorphic to F < S</; if F is transitive and generated by stabilizers, then V^ is of index 2 in U(F) and simple. One has then: HF^HFy and QZ(U(F)) = (e). This applies for instance to F < S^ quasiprimitive, non-regular. We turn now to some corollaries. As an immediate consequence of Proposition 1.2.1: 1), 5), 6), we obtain: For the next corollary, observe that if H < Autfl is locally quasiprimitive, then "^H is of index at most two in H (see 1.3.0), and locally quasiprimitive as well since
Corollary 1.2.3.
-Let H <Autg be as in Proposition 1.2.1.
1) IfH ^ "'H, and x,y are adjacent vertices, we have + H=H(^^)•H (OC) .
2) IfH = ''H, there exists v € X, witĥ^(^• H^.
1.3. In this section we collect a few general facts used in the proof of Proposition 1.2.1.
1.3.0.
Let g=(X,Y) be a connected graph, H < Autg be a locally transitive subgroup. Then "^H coincides with the kernel of the homomorphism ^ :
The group "^H is transitive on the set of geometric edges and thus equals H{x) *H(^) H(j/).
1.3.1. Let 0=(X, Y) be a connected graph, H <Autg, 3' =(X 7 , Y') a connected subgraph of g and R C H such that, for all y! C X' andj/ G E(^), there is r G R with ry G Y'; then A := (R) < H satisfies U KQ' = g. subgroup with u{b)=b, \/u € U, V6 € B. Since U commutes with A, it acts like the identity on U ^B=Y, which implies that U ==((?) and that ZA^A) is discrete.
A.€:A.
1.3.4.
Let 0=(X, Y) be connected, locally finite; let Ai, A2 be subgroups ofAutg such that Ai\fl is finite and [Ai, A^] <Autg is discrete. Then A2 is discrete.
Indeed, pick R C Ai finite such that (see 1.3.2) <R)\0 is finite; take U C Aa open such that [r, U] =^, Vr € R. Thus U C Z^((R)), and hence U is discrete by (1.3.3). This implies that A2 is discrete.
1.3.5.
Let g=(X,Y) be connected, locally finite, and G < Aut@ non-discrete. Then, QZ(G)\g is not finite. Indeed assume that QZ(G)\g is finite and pick (using 1.3.2) a finitely generated subgroup A < QZ(G) with A\g finite. Since A is finitely generated there is U < G open with U < ZAU^A) which by 1.3.3 implies that U, and hence G, is discrete; a contradiction.
1.3.6. Let g=(X,Y) be locally finite, connected, and F < Autg, discrete with r\g finite. Then NA^CO is a discrete subgroup ofAutg.
Indeed, apply 1.3.4 with Ai =F and A2=NAuts(r).
1.4.
In this section fl==(X, Y) is a locally finite, connected graph. Let A, H be closed subgroups of Autg with A <3 H. We define,
[ and does not act freely on X J
The set ^^ (H, A) is ordered by inclusion; let ^& ^ (H)^) be the set of minimal elements. Proof.
-The subsets Xi(N),X2(N) are H-invariant and, since H is locally quasiprimitive, X=Xi(N) U X2(N). If N does not act freely on X, there exists ^ € X with N(^) =(= {e} and, since @ is connected, there must exist an N(^)-fixed vertex x € X, with N{x) ^{e). Then N(^) acts transitively on E{x) and Xi(N) =^0. Either X2(N)=0, N is locally transitive and we are in Case 2), or X2(N) =(= 0-Since H acts transitively on the set of geometric edges (see 1.3.0) it has at most 2 orbits in X. Since both Xi(N), X2(N) are non void and H-invariant, they are exactly these 2 orbits. Since any pair of adjacent vertices {x\, x^\ is a fundamental domain for the H-action on X, we conclude that if ^2 € X2(N) then x\ € Xi(N). Thus every terminal vertex of ^x^, 1) is in Xi(N) and we are in case 3 by 1.3.1. D Lemmas 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 play an important role in our study of the structure of locally quasiprimitive groups, and in the context of Proposition 1.2.1 we shall use them to identify H^ with the smallest closed normal subgroup of H whose action on X is not free.
Proof of Proposition 1.2.1
(1) Let N < H be closed, cocompact; since H is non-discrete, N is non-discrete (see 1.3.6) Since D^ is discrete, KerTC^ < "^H is open, non-discrete, hence Kerjr^ D H^, which implies that D^ is compact and hence finite. This implies that T^(H(^,J/)) equals either 7^(H(^)) or 7C^(H(j/)) and hence 7C^(H(j^)) or 7^(H(^)) equals F^. If H ^ "^H, the group H acts transitively on X and H(^), H(j/) are H-conjugate; it follows then from the equivariance of Kn w.r.t. conjugation by H, that TC^(H(^,J/))=F^. Since this holds for all n ^ 1 and H(^,j/) is compact, we obtain + H==H(x^J)i)'H {oo} . In the former case, there is a vertex v e X and a sequence ^ -^ oo, for which 7l^(H(y))=F^, which implies "^H^H^-H^. In general, let p : T -^ g be the universal covering of g and 1 -^7Ci(0)-^G-^H-^ 1 the associated exact sequence. The corollary follows then from the facts: TC-^H^) D G^, n{G{x))=H{p{x)), Vx e VertT. D 1.5. In this section we turn our attention to normal subgroups of H^°°\ Our main result is: Proposition 1.5.1. -Let H < Autfl be a dosed subgroup. Assume that H is non-discretel ocally quasiprimitive. Let A < H, with A C QZ(H^). Proof of Proposition 1.5.1. -Since every discrete normal subgroup of H^ is contained in QZ^H^) and the latter acts freely on X (Proposition 1.2.1, 4)), it follows that every element of^^^0 0^ A) is non-discrete; this and 1. So far we have proved assertions la), b), 2 a), and 3) of Proposition 1.5.1. We turn now to the remaining assertions. 
1) a) H acts transitively on ^^(H^, A). b) The set ^^(H^,
A
Qi
commutes for all i, 1 ^ ( < r. This latter property could be used to give a categorial definition of fibered products; we leave this point to the reader.
Let Aut Qi be the group of those automorphisms of Qi which permute the fibers of (p^ and Ki : Aut Qi ->• Auti) the corresponding homomorphism, with respect to which (pi is equivariant. The fiber product G= fL Aut a, ls a subgroup of Autp;
it comes with projection homomorphisms p,: : G -> Autfl^ with respect to which Pi' : P ~^ Qi ls equivariant, a product homomorphism n : G -> Aut I), w.r.t. which (p : p -> t) is equivariant and such that n = TC, • o p^, for all 1 ^ i^ r.
When fli = ... ==flr=fl 9 fl>i == ••• =(pr=(p? which is our main case of interest, we denote by FI^ 0 Ae r-fold fiber product of Q relative to (p, I"^ ?
: n^ fl ~^ t) Ae product morphism, TC : Aut a -> Aut 1) the natural homomorphism, fl^ ^L ut mQ < ^u t (n^ fl) Ae r-fold fiber product of the group Aut a relative to 7l, and finally, fl^ n ' -Y[^ Aut g -> Aut ^ the associated product homomorphism. The permutation of factors realizes the symmetric group Sr on r letters as subgroup of Aut (n^fl)? given any subgroup H <Aut 0, n^H is a subgroup of n^Aut a, normalized by Sy.
We turn now to the following special situation: g=(X,Y) is a locally finite, connected graph, H < Autfl is closed, non-discrete, locally primitive, M <] H is a closed normal subgroup which acts non-freely on X and without inversions on fl; let q = M\fl be the quotient graph and n : Aut fl -> Aut q the canonical homomorphism.
Observe that H C Aut g, let r ^ 1 and W C Sj. be a transitive subgroup. Using 1.4.2 we compute now the local permutation groups of G; let n^ 0 = (V? E); we distinguish two cases:
1) The quotient q=M\g is an edge; thus "^H C KerTi, and for any vertex y=(x,...,x) of diagonal type, the group G(v) < SymE(v) is permutation isomorphic to the wreath product H(^)' xi W on E(^y, the latter is primitive if and only if W is transitive and H(x) < SymE(^) is primitive, non-regular (see [Di-Mo] or Lemma 1.6.2 below). Finally, observe that any vertex of fl^ 3 is G-conjugate to a vertex of diagonal type.
2) The quotient q=M\fl is a star. Let y=(^,...,x) be a vertex of Y[^ g, such that M{x) acts regularly on E(^); then G(v) < SymE(y) is permutation isomorphic to H(x) <SymE(4 Let y=(^,...^) such that M(^) acts transitively on E(^); let n : H(^) -> H(^)/M(^) be the canonical projection; then G(v) < SymE(y) is permutation isomorphic to the action of (H(^)x^...x^H(^ x W on E(^y; the Proposition 1.6.1 follows then from Lemma 1.6.2. -Let F < Sym^, |t2| ^ 2, r ^ 2, and W < S, be finite transitive permutation groups; let N < F, D(F) < F' the diagonal subgroup and
Then, the G-action on iT is primitive if and only if^^^.(e), (0 G 0., and the F'-action on ^1 is primitive.
Proof. -If G < Sym^^) is primitive, then F x W is primitive and hence F < Syma is primitive; for ^=(co, ...,co) we have G^=D(FO))-N^ xi W; if N(Q=((?) and N =| = e, then L := D(F) xi W satisfies, G^ $ L $ G and G is not primitive; if N == e, then G is not transitive. This shows the necessity of the above conditions. Conversely, let L < G with G, < L < G. Let N^ be the ith factor of N' viewed as subgroup of 1ST and pi: F' -> F, the projection on the ith factor. We have N^ C L H N^ < L n N', and thus: No C pi{L n N^) < pi{L n NQ C N. Since D(Fco) normalizes L n N^ and L H N', F(O normalizes ^(L n N^) < j^(L n N').
We observe now that if NO) < U < N, and Fco normalizes U, then either U = Nco or U=N; indeed Fco-U(> F^) is a subgroup of F and F^ is maximal in F. We have thus two cases: 1) ^(LHN^^N for one, and hence by transitivity ofW, every i. • m^ where mi is omitted in the product; then hi G M^, himjx^hjmjx , Vz,j and thus defining x=himiX, we get (^) = ^, for all z. D
The structure of locally primitive groups
The results of 1.5 and 1.6 suggest that a locally primitive group G < Autg is built out of several copies of a locally primitive "almost-simple 59 group M < Aut 971, and that the graph Q is related to an appropriate fiber product of copies of 971. The purpose of this section is to show that this is indeed the case when g is a tree.
1.7.1. Let T=(X, Y) be a locally finite tree, H < AutT a closed, non-discrete, locally quasiprimitive group and A < QZ^H^) with A < H. Then we know (see 1.5) that the set ^^r (H^, A) of minimal closed non-discrete normal subgroups of Hĉ ontaining A is non-void, finite and that H acts transitively on it by conjugation. We have 
. M,(x), V^ € X, and the latter product is direct.
The following corollary justifies our claim that non-discrete, locally primitive groups behave like semisimple groups. Corollary 1.7.2. -Let T=(X, Y) be a locally finite tree and H < AutT a closed, nondiscrete, locally primitive group. Then, H^/QZ^0^) is a direct product of topologically simple groups.
We turn now to a more precise geometric version of Corollary 1.7.2: let 0 := QZ^H^^T be the quotient graph, (p : T -> g the covering map and co : Aut T -» Autg the associated homomorphism. We have the inclusion H C Aut T and the group G:=O)(H) ^ H/QZ^H^) is closed and non-discrete in Aut 3; moreover, for every x G X, the homomorphism 0 
) induces an isomorphism H(x) ^ G((p(^)) via which H(x) < SymE(^) is permutation isomorphic to G((p(^)) < SymE((p(^)). In particular, G is locally primitive as well, G^ ^ H^/QZ^0

1) M <Autm is dosed, topologically simple, non-abelian.
2) NAutm(M) < Autm is locally primitive, and
3) There is an isomorphism
of Q with the r-fold fiber product ofrtt with respect to p.
4) Identifying g with Y[' m under this isomorphism, we have:
Applying Corollary 1.7.3 to locally 2-transitive groups, we obtain Corollary 1.7A.
-Let H < AutT be a closed, non-discrete, locally 2-transitive subgroup. Then H^/QZ^H^) is topologically simple.
This corollary is an analogue of the celebrated Theorem of Burnside, saying that the socle (that is the subgroup generated by all minimal normal subgroups) of a doubly transitive finite permutation group is either non abelian simple or elementary abelian (see [Di-Mo] , Thm. 4.1B); observe moreover that in our case H^/QZ^H^) is never abelian.
1.7.2.
Here we collect two facts from Bass-Serre theory, and a corollary concerning locally quasiprimitive groups, which are of independent interest. For proofs of Lemmas 1.7.5 and 1.7.6 see the discussion in [Se] 4.4. Proof. -Let {jh?...,J^} be the set of vertices adjacent to x, K^.:=H(j^), 1 ^ i^ d, K,:=H^x) andjy 6 {j^...,j</}-Then H{^,j/}=X. We claim thatH(>) does not act regularly on E(j); indeed, otherwise H(^) would act regularly on E(^) for all G X which would imply that H^(x)={e} and H is discrete, a contradiction. Thus X=Hx U Hj is the partition of X into H-orbits. For the subgroup G= (K^p ...,K^}, we obtain using 1.3.1. that X=G{^i, ...,y^ x}. Since GA: C Hx and G{j/i, ...,^} C Hy we conclude that G{ji,...,j^}=Hj/. This implies G=(K^ : z G Hj/} and shows that G is normal in H. On the other hand, G is nondiscrete, thus G D H^. Applying Lemma 1.7.6 to G, we obtain in particular that G{x) and hence H^^) acts trivially on E(^); this proves the corollary using Lemma 1.4.2 and Proposition 1.2.1). D
1.7.3
Proof of Theorem 1.7. Indeed, since H(^) is maximal in H(x) (see 0.1), we have either N^yH(^,j;)=H(^,j), or N^yH(^,j/)=H(x), for one and hence, by transitivity of H{x) on E(^), allj/ adjacent to A:.
In the first case, N^ C H(^) implies NM^)(M,(^,^))=M^,J), and N^=Mi(^,j) • ... • M,^,^). Since on the other hand, K,(j)=K, n H(^,^) C N,^, we obtain K^)=Mi(^,^) •... -M^,j/), for allj adjacent to x. In the second case, Nâ nd hence K^ acts transitively on E(x). Moreover, N^^ normalizes Mi(x,y) and hence leaves invariant the fixed point set of M^(x,j/) in E(x), thus M^,j/) acts trivially on E(^) and since this holds for allj/ adjacent to x, we deduce that M^) acts regularly on E(^).
Assume that (2) holds for some x G X. If (2) holds for somej/ adjacent to x, then, since all vertices are H-conjugate to x orjy, we get that M^) acts regularly on E(^) for all ^ G X and therefore M^ is discrete, a contradiction. Thus, if {j/i, ...,j^} denotes the set of vertices adjacent to x, (1) . If K^ acts trivially on E(j^), then M^ (jy^) < Sym E^) is trivial and M^ (^c) < Sym E(x) is regular. Since any vertex is H-conjugate to x orj^, we deduce that M^ is discrete, a contradiction. Thus K^ does not act trivially on E(ji) and, being normal in H(j^), acts transitively on E(j^). We are thus in position to apply Lemma 1.7.6 and obtain G(j^)=K^ , 1 ^ i ^ d, and G(^)=B; in particular G <AutT is locally closed and hence closed. Since T(^, 1) is a precise fundamental domain of G and "^H preserves the bipartite structure of T, we have G{j/i, ...,j^} = + H{J/l, ...,j^} (see the proof of Gor. 1.7.7); thus, we have the equality G==(K^ : ^ G "^H^i, ...,^}), which implies that G is closed, normal in + !! and hence G = H^, since G acts non-freely on X. In particular B = G{x) = H^^) D Kŵ hich is a contradiction since B acts trivially on E(^) and K^ acts transitively on E(^). We conclude that N^ C H(^,j/) and
for all pairs x,y of adjacent vertices. There are two cases:
(1) At some vertex x G X, K^. induces the identity on E(^). By the same argument as above, we conclude that K^ acts transitively on E(j^) and since K^, .{x) = K^(j^) = K^(j^) = K^, (^), we obtain, applying Lemma 1.7.6 to G = (K^..... K^) = H( 00 ), that G(^) = K, = H( 00 )^), V ^ G X.
(2) K, acts transitively on E{x), V^ G X. Then, for G= (K^, K^), we have G(^)=Kb y Lemma 1.7.5, thus G^^ and again H^^K^ , V^ G X.
Finally we obtain that with M', we obtain M' < G < NA^^), which shows 4a) and 4b. To show 4c) we observe that, since M is topologically simple and non-abelian, any continuous automorphism of M' permutes the factors. Given g C NA^^') we may thus find a € S, < NAuts^) such that h = ag fixes every factor of M'. Let q = G^g, let M, be the product of all the factors except the ith one, let pi• ' . Q -> m=M^\fl and q : m -> q be the natural projection maps and n: NAutm(M) -^ Autq the induced homomorphism. The element h = ag induces via pi an element A, C NAutm(M) and we have obviously n{h,)=n{h^ VzJ. The injection of n^NAutm(M) -^ NAU^) sends then (Ai,...,A,) to h=ag. This shows 4c). Concerning the assertion 2) we observe that G and hence NAut^M^Q^NAutm^) xi S, is locally primitive which implies, using Lemma 1.6.3 and the discussion preceding it, that NAutm(M) is locally primitive. D
Proof of Corollary 1.7.4. -Using the notations of Corollary 1.7.3, assume that r ^ 2, and let x={v^..,v) e Vertfl , v e Vertm, such that G {oo \x)^{e). Then, we have the inclusion G(x) < F x S,, where F = N(M)(z;); this implies that the wreath product F xi S, < Sym(E(z/y) is 2-transitive, this is impossible when r ^ 2. Indeed given distinct points a, b in E(v) it is clear that no element of F' x S, sends the pair { (a, a, a,. .., a), (a, b, ^...,6) ) to the pair ((6, b, b, ...,&) , (a, b, &,..., b) ). Thus r= 1, and we conclude using Proposition 1.5.1 c). D
Examples, the graph of diagonals
Let T=(X,Y) be a tree, q the tree consisting of an edge and (p : T -> q a morphism; the fiber product ^ :=T x<p T is our graph of diagonals of T. Observe that AutT permutes the fibers of (p and, let n : AutT -» Autq denote the associated canonical homomorphism. Assume now that T is locally finite, let H < AutT be a closed, non-discrete, locally primitive subgroup and consider
where T € Aut(T x<p T) is the automorphism given by the switch of factors.
Let j^^ be the universal covering tree and be the associated exact sequence. If H(x) < SymE(^) is non regular \/x e X, we know (see Proposition 1.6.1) that L, and hence G is locally primitive; moreover Remark 1.8.1. -It follows from (2) that G^ D n^) and hence co-1^00 )) = G^.
The following is an interesting special case of the above situation: let p be an odd prime, ^^ the Bruhat-Tits tree associated to PGL(2, Qp) and H,:= ,ePGL(2,Q,):^^e(z;)
Then Hp < Aut^^ is vertex transitive, H^ = H^ = PSL(2, Q^) is locally 2-transitive and we may apply Proposition 1.8.1. Notice that the image of a matrix g G GL(2, Q ) in PGL(2, Q^,) is actually in PSL(2, Q^,) exactly when the determinant of g is a square in Q^ kence H^ is exactly PSL(2, Q^,) and since PSL(2, Q^) is simple it follows that this is exactly H". In particular, we obtain an extension,
where ^=j^ Xq> ^+1 is the graph of diagonals of J^; this graph is regular of degree (p + I) 2 and Gp < Aut(J^2). It follows from Proposition 1.8.1 that 7ii(^) C G^, hence G^=G; since H^H-we obtain therefore an extension ofPSL(2,Q,)
by the discrete group K\(^p), with the property
In particular, since PSL(2, Q^,) 2 is perfect, we conclude that G^ is perfect. Finally, it is easy to see that
QZ(G^)=QZ(G;)=7ii(^).
To show this last assertion, observe that any g C QZ(G^) is, modulo 7Ci(^), of the form (AI,^) with h, G QZ{Hp)={e\ which shows QZ(G^) C n^p). We conclude by observing that 7ii(^) C QZ(G;) C QZ(G^).
Proof of Proposition 1.8.1. -Let y=(^, A:) be a vertex of ^ :=T x<p T; the group G acts by conjugation on n^ , v) and, since T is a tree, the group K\(Q^,V) is generated by all co'^Hx ^-conjugates of elements ofjii^, v) represented by cycles of length four based at v. Such a cycle is given by a sequence of four consecutive edges (^i, e[) 2.1. Let T be a uniform tree, that is a locally finite tree such that AutT\T is finite and AutT is unimodular. Then, T admits uniform lattices ([Ba-Ku] ) and, guided by the analogy between trees and (rank one) symmetric spaces, one is lead to the question whether, given a Haar measure on AutT, there exists a constant c > 0 such that Vol(A\AutT) ^ c for all uniform lattices A C AutT.
As observed by Bass-Kulkarni ([Ba-Ku] ), the answer for regular trees J^ turns out to be negative, provided n > 3. In fact, if n is not a prime, one can even find an increasing sequence A, C A,+i of (cocompact) lattices in Aut ^ such that A,\J^is an edge, and Vol(A,\Aut^) -^ 0, for i -^ +00. There is, however, Conjecture (Goldschmidt-Sims). -Given a locally finite tree T, there are only finitely many Aut T-conjugacy classes of locally primitive discrete subgroups.
Equivalently, there should exist c > 0, such that Vol(A\AutT) ^ c for every locally-primitive lattice A C Aut T.
This conjecture was settled for the 3-regular tree by Goldschmidt ([Go] ). A result supporting this conjecture is the theorem of Thompson-Wielandt which says that there exists a neighbourhood U of the identity in AutT such that the intersection A D U is a nilpotent group for any locally primitive lattice A C Aut T; notice the analogy with the Margulis Lemma (see [Bal-G-S] (jL A^(x,y}. This theorem is used in an essential way in Section 3, to ensure non-discreteness of certain locally primitive groups whose action on a sphere of radius 2 are known. For a proof of Thm. 2.1.1, the reader may consult [B-G-N] 7.2.
In this section we will deduce Theorem 2.1.1 from a statement which is valid for all closed locally primitive groups. We introduce now a few notions and notations concerning profmite groups (see Lemma 2.2.0). For a profmite group K and a prime p, Op{K) denotes the unique maximal closed normal pro-p-subgroup of K, and O^K) is the intersection of all closed normal subgroups N < K, such that K/N is a pro-^-group. Thus K/O^K) is the largest pro-^-quotient of K. Similarly, Ooo(K) denotes the unique maximal closed normal pro-solvable subgroup of K, while 0°°(K) is the intersection of all closed normal subgroups N < K such that K/N is pro-solvable. Thus K/0°°(K) is the maximal prosolvable quotient of K. A finite subgroup F < K is a component if it is quasi simple and subnormal (see [B-C-N] 7.1); finally E(K) is the closed subgroup generated by all components of K. (1) a) ffH^x) ^(e\for some x € X, then there exists y C X such that E(H(^))=(^). 'YlOp(r(x) ) is non-trivial as well, implying the existence of a prime p P with Op{Y(x))^{e). Thm. 2.1.1 b) follows then from Prop. 2.1.2.3 a).
Remark 2.1.2. -If K is a profinite, non-finite group it can happen that E(K)']~LC)j&(K) == (^5 ^d indeed there are (non-discrete) locally primitive groups H < AutT such that 1rl^{x) is not pro-p for any p (see Section 3).
2.2.
For ease of reference, we collect a few preliminary lemmas concerning profinite groups. Proof. -Let us prove a), the proof of b) follows the same argument. Since H,/H,_i is a pro-p group we have H,_i D O^H,) and since H,_i/Cy(H,) is a pro-j& group we obtain that O^H,) D Cy(H,_i). Since O^H^i) is a topologically characteristic subgroup in H,_i, we have Cy(H,_i) < H,; as H,/H,_i and H,_i/(y(H,_i) are pro-p groups we deduce that H,/(y(H,_i) is a pro-/? group and hence that Cy Since Hi{x,_y) < Hi(jy) and Hi(^c,jy) is a pro-^-group, we have Hi (x,y) = Op( (Hi (x,y}) C 0^(Hi (j.)) and thus 'H.i(x,y)=Op(H.i(_y) ), hence Hi(x,jy) < H(jy). Using an element exchanging x,y we obtain 'H.i{x,_y) < (H(x), H(^)) = + H which implies ^(x,y)={e) and concludes the proof of 3 a).
The proof of 2 a) is the same, modulo replacing Hi(^, z) by li^) in (2).
The proof of 2 b) and 3 b) works for "p = + oo 55 as above.
The proof of 1 b) is analogous to the proof of 3 a) and is obtained by replacing 0/Hi(^j/)) by Hi(^), 0^(H(j/)) by E(H%) and C^(H(^)) by E(H(^)). D
From 2-transitivity to 00-transitivity
In this chapter we consider vertex transitive, in particular 2-transitive groups of automorphisms of a (regular) tree and show that under additional assumptions of local nature, they are oo-transitive; this is carried out in 3.3. In 3.1 we obtain some elementary properties of locally oo-transitive groups; we mention in passing that locally oo-transitive groups are quite well understood from the point of view of their unitary representation theory (see [Ne] , [F-Ne] , [B-M] i, [B-M^). In 3.2 we associate to every permutation group F < S^ the unique (up to conjugation) maximal vertex transitive subgroup U(F) of Aut T^ acting locally like F; if F is 2-transitive these groups provide examples of oo-transitive groups.
3.1.
We establish now a few basic properties of locally oo-transitive groups.
Lemma 3.1.1. -Let T = (X, Y) be a locally finite tree. For a closed subgroup H < AutT, the following are equivalent:
(1) H is locally oo-transitive.
(2) H(^) is transitive on T(oo), V x € X.
(3) H is non-compact and transitive on T(oo). (4) H is 2-transitive on T(oo).
Any of these properties imply, (5) H(x) < SymE(^) is 2-transitive and H is non-discrete.
Proof. -The equivalence 1) <^> 2) and the implication 4) =^> 3) are clear. For the equivalence 2) <^ 3), see [Ne] . Assume that 1) holds; let r: N -> X be a geodesic ray and F^ < Sym (E(y{0) )\e), e=(r(0), r(l)), be the transitive permutation group defined n by the restriction of n H(r(A)) to E(r(0)). The decreasing sequence F^ > F^i of finite k=0 oo transitive permutation groups stabilizes and hence F:= C\ Vn is transitive on E{r(0))\e.
k=\ oo
A compactness argument implies that the restriction to E{r{0))\e of n H(r(A:)) coincides k=0 with F. This implies that the stabilizer in H of the end ^ G T(oo) defined by r acts transitively on T(oo)\{^}. This shows 1) =^ 4). Finally, the implication 1) =^ 5) is clear.
D
In view of the preceding lemma, locally oo-transitive groups are locally primitive and we may apply Proposition 1.2.1. This leads to Proposition 3.1.2. -Let T be a locally finite tree and H < AutT a dosed, locally oo-transitive group. Then, (1) QZ(H)=(.).
(2) H^ is locally oo-transitive and topologically simple.
Proof. -1) Let S C T(oo) be the set of fixed points of hyperbolic elements in QZ(H); then S is countable and H-invariant, hence S = 0. Every g G QZ(H) D H 4^, g =(= e, being hyperbolic, we deduce QZ{H)nH + ={e) and hence |QZ(H)| ^ 2, which finally implies QZ(H) C Z(H)=(^).
2) Since H is 2-transitive on T(oo) and (e) 4= H^ is normal in H, we conclude that H^ is transitive on T(oo); being also closed and non-compact, Lemma 3.1.1 implies that H^ is locally oo-transitive. Thus, by 1), QZ{H^) = (e)', applying prop. 1.2.1, we have that (H^)^ is a cocompact characteristic subgroup of H^. In particular it is cocompact and normal in H. Hence (H^y (1) 0)=0), Vj/CY.
(2) i\E{x) ' ' E(^) -^{1,2,..., d}, is a bijection V^ G X.
Given a permutation group F < S^ and a legal coloring z, the group U(.)(F) = {g e AutJ^: i\^g z|^) e F, v^ e x} is a closed subgroup ofAutJ^. It enjoys the following basic properties:
(1) U(,)(F)(^) < SymE(^) is permutation isomorphic to F < S^, \/x G X. (2) The group U(,)(F) acts transitively on X. (3) Given legal colorings z, i!\ the corresponding subgroups U(,)(F) and U(,/)(F) are conjugate in AutJ^.
These properties follow from the fact (see [L-M-Z] ) that a quadruple (z'i, ^ ^i, ^2) consisting of legal colorings z, z 7 and vertices ^i, ^2 C X determines a (unique) automorphism ^ G AutJ^ with ^i) = ^2 and i^ = n o g.
Henceforth we shall write U(F) without explicit reference to a legal coloring. An important property is that, among all vertex transitive groups which are locally permutation isomorphic to F < S^, the group U(F) is maximal; more precisely, Proposition 3.2.2. -Let F < S^ be a transitive permutation group and H < AutJ^ a vertex transitive subgroup such that H(x) < Sym E(x) is permutation isomorphic to F < S^. Then, for some suitable legal coloring, we have H < U(F). Define inductively F(7z)<SymA^ as follows: F(l)=F<SymA, and for n ^ 2, F(n)=¥{n -1) K F"~1 is the wreath product for the action of F(n -1) on A^_i. The bijection bn induces then a surjective homomorphism V(F)(x) -> ¥(n) with kernel
